
24 SEPTEMBER – GROUP B
LISTENING ACTIVITY - SNOW SKIING

BEFORE YOU LISTEN

VOCABULARY
1) Match the words with their definition

To be NUMB (feet, for example)

TO BE CERTAIN OF..

TO BE CROWDED

TO CRASH

TO APOLOGIZE

TO POST ON FACEBOOK

DRASTIC

TO IDENTIFY

* To say you are sorry

* When you can´t feel a part of your body

* To be sure about something

* With too many people

* To recognize someone

* To bump into someone or something

* Extreme, severe, strict

* To upload a comment/photo on social media

2) Complete the gaps with the correct word. (00:00 – 00:50)

B: It´s pretty cold today!

G: Yeah! My ___________ are numb!

B: So…do you often ski here?

G: No. This is my ______ time. Actually, this is my first time skiing ______!

B: Wow! So, how do you like it so far?

G: The snow is _________! 

B: Yeah!
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G: But it´s too crowded! You know, two people crashed into me on my first

run and some ________ skier was going way too fast and drove me into

some trees.

B: Wow!

G: I crashed and lost one of my ___________! 

B: Oh, man!

G: Fortunately, I had an extra pair with me.

B: Wow! Did the woman stop and ____________?

G: No, it was a man! I´m certain of it. He just laughed at me. Why do you

think it´s a woman ______________?

B: Oh, no reason….I mean…you know…

G: What? You know what?

B: Ahh.._______________!

G: Yeah!

3) Choose the correct word. (00:51 – 1:25)

G: Yeah! You just wait till I find that man/guy!

B: Well, what are you going to do to him? I mean, if you find/see him…

G: First, I´m gonna break his skies…Yeah! I´m gonna take his picture and 

post in on Facebook/Instagram.

B: Oh! Umm, don´t you think that´s a little drastic? Perhaps it was a 

simple error/mistake…and, how are you going to find him anyway?

G: Oh! That´s easy. He was wearing bright red pants/boots and a purple

hat…Umm, just like yours! (LAUGHING)

B: Wait! Wait! What do you mean? Wait! Why are you laughing/looking

at me? You don´t think it was me, do you?
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4) Answer the questions

1) What did the girl like about her skiing day? 

2) She had lost one of her gloves, but why didn´t she freeze her hands?

3) What was the girl expecting the man to do? What did he do instead?

4) Why does he ask her “Do you like jazz?” at the end of the audio?

5) Now, you think about it….

1) Have you ever gone skiing?

2) A man crashed into her….have you ever been in a similar situation? (not only

skiing…). How did you react?

3) Have you ever crashed into someone else? What did you do?

4) She plans to post his face in a social media, do you think this is a good idea? 

Why? Why not?


